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Will the federation evaluate the performance trails or qualifiers (qualifying 
tests)? 

Answer: performance trails. 

Are the performance trails for both public and club's athletes; or limited only to 

club's athletes? 

 Answer: For both public and club's athletes; for the residents (the Iqama must 

be valid ) for the births and children of female citizens, the athlete should be 

medically classified in accordance with the International Paralympic 

Committee's standards. 

 Are the qualifiers open for both public and club's athletes; or limited only to 

club's athletes? 

Answer: There are no qualifiers, but performance tests only. 

Sr Sports Name: Paralympic Weightlifting Gender 

1 Weight 54 k male 

2 weight 65 k male 

3 weight 80 k male 

4 Weight 97 k male 

 



Venues and times of men's Performance Tests or qualifiers: 

 

 

Conditions 

 

Athletes must meet the following conditions and standards, including age, in 

order to register for Performance Tests or qualifiers: 

1. The International Paralympic Weightlifting law and rules for motor 

disability shall be applied. 

2. Every athlete should be able to pass the medical classification. 

3. 3. Only the following disabilities are permitted to participate in motor 

disability: 

(Subject to passing a medical checkup and being able to completely stretch his 

arms upwards) Limb paralysis, spinal cord injuries, lower amputation injuries, 

short stature - dwarfs - and cerebral palsy 

4. Competing athletes must be at least fifteen years old and have been born 

in June 2008 to be eligible. 

5. A weightlifting sports swimsuit with wrist ties, a waist belt, and athletic 

shoes is essential. 

6. each athlete's medical examination should be attached. 

 

Executive Director's Signature 

 

Federation Seal 

 

Sr Performance Tests or qualifiers City Stadium or hall Date day - month — 

year 

1 Performance Test competition Riyadh Prince Faisal Olympic 

Complex (Paralympic 

Committee Hall) 

6-8/07/2023 


